Ever wonder what’s it like for women in male-dominated industries?

*CW: Sexual Harassment, the following are situations and statements female faculty at BTC have experienced in real life
Explaining to my male coworker why it’s not ok to call our female coworker “Sugar Tits”

Saying nothing when my crewmates made rape jokes because I didn’t want to be “that girl”

My male coworkers ranking the female coworkers by attractiveness

The salmon run is bad because: “they hired those girl biologists” “they hired those schoolteachers” “there’s too many females working in hatcheries. Their hands are too small to grab the big fish”

Using ‘gay’ as an insult

“Can you take notes?”

“You’re always coming in here with those sexy, sexy work boots on.” *Never wearing work boots to a meeting again.

“Watch out boys, we have a tampon on the crew. Behave yourself.”

“Don’t be a pussy”

Went to work. Boss showed me the dildo all the guys used to prank each other (we were alone in his office)

“Here, let me do that”

Me: “hey can you help me with this?” Him: “takes over and does it without my permission

Guy at work picks up all my tools and carries them for me without me asking, acts upset when I tell him that I can do it.

“What’s wrong with you? That time of the month?”